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Illustration 1.1.: WYSIWYG Interface for Amaya



































































































mglyph accessing glyphs for characters from MathML
(Source [13])




mrow group any number of sub-expressions 
horizontally
mfrac form a fraction from two sub-expression
msqrt form a square root sign (radical without an 
index)
mroot form a radical with specified index
mstyle style change
merror enclose a syntax error message from a 
preprocessor
mpadded adjust space around content
mphantom make content invisible but preserve its size
mfenced surround content with a pair of fences
menclose enclose content with a stretching symbol 
such as a long division sign.
(Source [13])
Table 2.2.: General Layout Schemata
Script and Limit Schemata
Element Description
msub attach a subscript to a base
msup attach a superscript to a base
msubsup attach a subscript-superscript pair to a base
munder attach an underscript to a base
mover attach an overscript to a base
munderover attach an underscript-overscript pair to a 
base
mmultiscripts attach prescripts and tensor indices to a base
(Source [13])




mtable table or matrix
mtr row in a table or matrix
mtd one entry in a table or matrix
maligngroup and malignmark alignment markers
(Source [13])
Table 2.4.: Tables and Matrices
Enlivening Expressions
Element Description
maction bind actions to a sub-expression
(Source [13])














Element Required argument 
count
Argument roles(when differ by position)
mrow 0 or more
mfrac 2 numerator denominator
msqrt 1*





mfenced 0 or more
msub 2 base subscript
msup 2 base superscript
msubsup 3 base subscript superscript
munder 2 base underscript
mover 2 base overscript
munderover 3 base underscript overscript
mmultiscripts 1 or more base (subscript superscript)* [<mprescripts/> 
(presubscript presuperscript)*]
mtable 0 or more rows 0 or more mtr elements
mtr 0 or more table elements 0 or more mtd elements
mtd 1*
maction 1 or more depend on actiontype attribute
(Source 13)


























































element of its parent element, users need to press CTRL + ↑ to move the position to the 
parent, then insert the new element. To complete this task, users need to verify the current 


























Illustration 4.3.: MathType Translator










Illustration 4.4.: Amaya Structure View













Illustration 5.1. XMLEd Evaluation Demo
● Scripting. It has a script editing feature.
The previous reports [3,8,9] have more detailed explanations and examples.





































Illustration 5.3.: Swing Document Model Coordinate System 
(Source: 3) 
























































Illustration 5.5.: XMLEd Rendering Technique




















































































































































































Illustration 6.3.: None Stretchable Operator










































































































































































Illustration 6.8.: Subscript and Superscript
Illustration 6.9.: SubscriptSuperscript












































































































Illustration 6.13.: Trigonometry With Full Tags










































































































































































Illustration 7.1.: Task 1 Before



















Illustration 7.3.: Task 1 XMLEd Group



















Illustration 7.5.: Task 2 XMLEd Group
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